
Now we are celebrating of half a century existence of our paper,

Magyar Grafika.

Thanks for everyone helping us with their high-level work, with

ethical and pecuniary assistance. 

Our goal and aim with this Jubilee Edition is to create a reference

book, containing up-to-date information on technologies, special

production processes, as well as on starting and ancillary materials,

showing for the printers and their clients, publishing, marketing and

advertising agencies the actual possibilities, helping their daily work

by this. 

Dr. Irén Bardóczy, Mrs Gara in her article gives a comprehensive

Summary of the past fifty years, including the technical and economic

changes, analyzing all them from the point of view of our profession. 

Emil Eiler gives a forecast of the next fifty years. 

Péter Maczó shows a mirror to Magyar Grafika including several

profession-historical juicy bits. 

Thanks for Hudák Júlis Mrs Füzesi, we can have a complete national

panorama of the museums’ profession-historical findings.

György Timkó has also made an assembly of the ancestral printers

and printing.

In column of WHO IS WHO you can read Curriculum Vitae’s of

members of our Printer Section. 

It can’t be detailed enough but gives messages and examples for

the next generations. It speaks to everybody’s hearth by shoving a

strong printers loyalty, and harmony. Showing as well, that our

industry is a great family, which acted together with fifty different

companies in making this Jubilee Edition. 

By this, -beside a commemoration-, it also contains worthy technical

data and other information for all the members of our industry. 

It is not so important why readers will read our Jubilee Edition.

Important only, to make possible for everybody to find interesting

and useful information and prints -and by this-, one more worthy edi-

tion example can get into everyone’s bookshelf. 

With best regards

Viktória Faludi

Editor in chief Magyar Grafika

Dear Reader,
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